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The Invicta Russian Diver
Hollywood, FLA - From the acclaimed Invicta Russian Diver collection, two new powerhouse models have arrived: the Invicta Russian 
Diver Off-Shore and the Invicta Russian Diver Argonaut.
 
A military inspired composition of engineering and design, the Invicta Russian Diver, Off Shore is built to withstand the most rigorous 
adventures. Offering solid stainless steel construction with a 52mm case diameter, the grey double layer sunray dial conveys a bold 
military/panel control theme further highlighted by the ionic plated blue bezel, hands and UPMR indexes. The mineral crystal provides 
added durability while chamfer lugs blend in with the black silicone strap. The model is water resistant up to 100 meters and is complete 
the with Russian Diver signature chain on the stainless steel push crown.
 
A testament in innovative timing the Invicta Russian Diver Argonaut harnesses the spirit of the ultimate vision quest. The Argonaut is 
powered with a Swiss movement and offers solid stainless steel construction throughout. Executed with a 52mm case diameter, the 
silver tone stamp patterned dial is further highlighted by the black plated UPMR Roman indexes. The impact of model’s fixed bezel 
design is enhanced by an additional removable bezel cover. With a stainless steel push crown protector and signature Russian Diver 
chain, the timepiece is water resistant up to 1,000 meters.
 
The Invicta Russian Diver Collection- discovering the adventure within the journey. 

About Invicta Watch Group
Led by innovation and nurtured with the consistency of quality and brand personality, the forward thinking energy of The Invicta 
Watch Group continues its brazen journey. The long held belief that supremely crafted timepieces can be offered for modest sums is 
the founding principle of Invicta and that ideology still resides at the core of all Invicta creations. In setting a premise of exceptional 
standards, Invicta maintains their objective by successfully satisfying consumers and collectors alike at any price point.

Visit: InvictaStores.com to shop online or find a store.
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